I just recently catalogued 16 new titles from the **Chandos Information Professional Series** and the **Chandos Internet Series**. Chandos specializes in producing titles for information professionals. Whether undertaking a bibliometric study, analyzing how social networking promotes collaborative learning, or discovering ways to implement effective information management, the following titles may provide the practical and theoretical information you're looking for.

- **Gatekeepers of Knowledge: A Consideration of the Library, the Book and the Scholar in the Western World.** Margaret Zeegers and Deirdre Barron. ([027.009 Z43G](https://example.com/book1))
- **Understanding the Internet: A Glimpse into the Building Blocks, Applications, Security and Hidden Secrets of the Web.** Edited by Kevin Curran. ([004.678 U55U](https://example.com/book3))
- **Scientific Publishing: From Vanity to Strategy.** Hanse E. Roosendal, et. al. ([070.5 R781S](https://example.com/book4))
- **Measuring Academic Research: How to Undertake a Bibliometric Study.** Ana Andres. ([010.72 A561M](https://example.com/book5))
- **The Evaluation of Research by Scientometric Indicators.** Peter Vinkler. ([001.4 V786E](https://example.com/book6))
- **The Critical Assessment of Research: Traditional and New Methods of Evaluation.** Alan Bailin and Ann Grafstein. ([001.4 B156C](https://example.com/book7))
- **Global Research without Leaving Your Desk: Travelling the World with Your Mouse as Companion.** Jane Macoustra. ([025.0665 M171G](https://example.com/book8))
- **Strategic Information Management: A Practitioner’s Guide.** Jela Webb. ([658.4038 W366S](https://example.com/book10))
- **Networked Collaborative Learning: Social Interaction and Active Learning.** Guglielmo Trentin. ([378.1734 T795N](https://example.com/book11))
- **Teaching Information Literacy for Inquiry-based Learning.** Mark Hepworth and Geoff Walton. ([025.56 H529T](https://example.com/book12))
- **User-generated Content and its Impact on Web-based Library Services.** Kay Cahill. ([006.7 C132U](https://example.com/book13))
- **The Politics of Libraries and Librarianship: Challengers and Realities.** Edited by Kerry Smith. ([021.8 P769P](https://example.com/book15))
- **Cataloguing Outside the Box: A Practical Guide to Cataloguing Special Collections Materials.** Patricia Falk and Stefanie Dennis Hunker. ([025.34 F191C](https://example.com/book16))